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gencies of working-class life was better left to be organized
by the all-embracing state. No other institution was so well
fitted to assure compulsion in contribution, equal and
impartial justice in distribution, universality in scope, evenness
in action, and the general observance of qualifying conditions
such as should foster and not undermine the sense of responsi-
bility without which there could be no improvement that was
worth safeguarding.
The recovery of prices and the return to prosperity (1895-
1914) brought little renewal of the rise in real wages. It
merely confirmed the view that the contingencies of working-
class life were such that a decent standard of living was often
unattainable, and still more often unmaintainable, unless
private effort were reinforced by public organization and
public funds. An independent working-class in the material
sense in which the middle-class still understand independence,
looked more and more like an abstraction that was out of
harmony with the facts of life. The older working-class ideal
faded into a dim and distorted reflection of middle-class
reality. The most that could be hoped for was a feeling of
independence, bred of rights to state pensions and insurance
benefits, the services of national employment exchanges, and
the public provision of increasingly costly hospitals and
treatment-centres and dwelling-houses. Psychological con-
siderations began to supplement economic. Bosanquet turned
from charity organization to seek the real will of the people
in the state that guaranteed their standard of living, unmoral
and impersonal though it was. And the need for leadership
and organization showed itself more than ever not only in
increasing government action but in new forms of voluntary
community service, among which the boy-scout movement
stood out pre-eminent.
The war of 1914 confirmed these tendencies. A government
that assumed absolute control over the distribution of all goods
and services could not avoid the responsibility of providing
for the dependants of those whose life and labour it con-
scripted.

